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Every person remembers their 18th birthday. The number 18 legalises your adulthood. This special
occasion asks for unique treatment which means you should put some additional thought into
selecting a perfect gift for this occasion. The eighteen birthdays are special as it is one of the first
milestone birthdays. The age transforms them into an adult from a carefree teenager. The 18th
birthday gifts must fit appropriately in this occasion. Sometimes 21st birthday gifts also match with
this special event.

Gift Ideas for Boys

The 18th Beer Mug- the 18th beer mugs are a fabulous choice for teenagers. It is a traditional way
of welcoming a boys coming of age. It is made of thick glass in a tankard design. You can also
personalise it with the name of the person or the date of his 18th birthday.

Personalised Champagne â€“ this is a unique and a wonderful gift. It marks the celebration of
adulthood. This is fresh, light and youthful champagne with an elegant nose. You can personalise
the bottle with a gift card where you can write messages for the recipient.

18th Birthday Photo Frame â€“ the modern style 18th birthday photo frames are ideal to freeze the
occasion forever. The stainless steel photo frames are most popular. It provides the surface for
shiny engraved messages. You can personalise it with â€œHappy 18th Birthdayâ€•.

18th Birthday Gift Pack â€“ this is a complete all in all gift pack. It relieves the sender from the tension
of selecting a particular gift. The gift pack contains a photo album, a funny coffee cup, a key ring
and a notepad.

Gift Ideas for Girls

The 18th Birthday flashing Tiara- this is a unique item to celebrate a girls coming of age. It is made
of silver plastic. It has a white fluffy trim at the bottom edge. In the middle of it lies a metallic purple
18 which features many multi coloured lights. These lights are turned on by a switch which is
inserted inside the tiara.

Personalised Heart Key Ring- this item is shaped in a funky heart shape where personalised words
are written. This product is ideal for this occasion and also can be used as one of the 21st birthday
gifts.

18th Birthday Wine Glass â€“ this product signifies the celebration. It is made of glass and is engraved
with a message from the sender.

Chocolate Box Sets- one of the best 18th birthday gifts is a chocolate box sets. You can personalise
it with a gift card and a ribbon.
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Emilyrobinson - About Author:
Emily Robinson who is a content writer writes articles on a 21st birthday gifts and a 18th birthday
gifts . For more information on them he suggests to visit a http://www.a1gifts.co.uk/.
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